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S o m e T h o u g h t s
...on our progress

With the passing of the years, the vines are changing from being producers of youthful, vibrant fruit

to ones that deliver more brooding, moody, nervous fruit. It is as if they have given up their years of

childhood frivolity and have taken on the angst of teenagers; more aware of the complexity of life

yet not fully evolved to deal with the twists and turns that can so quickly beset them. Not fully

mature, but nevertheless, full of a joie-de-vie that is also marked by a sense of uncertainty. Believe

me; I could be watching my two sons grow up in front of me again. The promise of something

special is there, it just needs time and careful handling to coax the best out of these vines,

especially given the challenges that our recent weather has placed upon our vineyard. What is

now apparent is the increased level of texture in the wines. Flavours continue to be subtle but the

depth and texture in the wines continues to grow. In their early development they appear rich and

complex but with a nervy edge that makes them initially less silky. The desire not to make the oak

regime a dominating feature gives the wine the opportunity to mellow whilst maintaining its spirit.

So, as we watch our vines mature, we think of our boys, and if the resulting wines turn out like

them, we will be happy little vignerons.

...on Viognier
Creating a profound wine compared to one that is simply varietally correct is not a simple task. 

You have to be prepared to take risks, albeit sensible and controllable ones, and you have to

understand how your vines cope with the vagaries of vintage conditions. To do this takes

considerable time and long periods of observation. Cropping either too high or too low can cause

a range of problems that generally result in lesser quality wine. Picking the fruit too early in the case

of Viognier delivers a thin, acid-driven wine that might have plenty of line, but is sadly lacking in

flavour. Allowing the fruit to over ripen brings sweetness, heat and tinned apricot flavours that make

the resulting wine quite cloying. The window of opportunity between these two extremes varies

depending upon seasonal conditions. It can be a matter of days. Tasting the fruit on a daily basis

is essential; knowing when to pick is a matter of judgement. It is also a matter of attitude – acidic,

under-fruited wines are just as unacceptable to me as are the pungently sweet fruit styles. Power,

finesse, complexity, and ideas of matching food with the Viognier are constantly foremost in my

thoughts as I taste the fruit on the vine. Getting it wrong means losing the essence of what makes

wine magic; success means you have the chance of turning it into a wine with soul.

 



CASTAGNA 2004 GENESIS

An explosive aroma: black cherries, violets, a twist of black pepper, brambles with 
the now characteristic graphite and bacon very evident, and to finish, the scent of fine
grain French oak. It is certainly the most complex and compelling aroma I have seen 
in the Genesis since our sojourn began back in 1999. It reminds me of a rose garden
laden with early morning dew – the damp air infused with an utterly irresistible perfume.
The palate is long and fine with savoury oak spices providing support without being
bullish. A silky mouth feel is apparent from the outset with flavours of black cherry,
chocolate, violets and leather strap liquorice coming to the fore. Nothing appears out 
of place, the tannin and acid notes working in unison with the fruit.

CASTAGNA 2006 ALLEGRO

Coral pink in colour it reminds me of hues of pinks often seen on a coral reef – sun,
warmth, water – the perfect conditions for this style of wine. Yet the red fruits have lovely
savoury herb notes – the palate is creamy and textural with the now familiar spicy edge
showing through. It is not so much about a single fruit flavour but more about a harmonious
flow of summer berries and cream that are simply best enjoyed as that. This year’s Allegro
is about texture with wonderful acidity to keep the mouth-feel fresh. Utterly delightful.

CASTAGNA 2005 INGÉNUE 

The 2005 Ingénue has the depth and presence that I strive for in the wines I craft. The
bouquet is vibrant, intense and varietal without being obvious. Ripe fresh apricots, lime
blossom and delicate wood spices are the more pronounced aromas. Seamless on the
palate, the acidity coaxes the perfectly ripened fruit notes and creamy textural elements to
spill effortlessly onto the back palate. If it were food it would be the most delicate apricot
soufflé with a trickling of vanilla cream.

CASTAGNA 2006 INGÉNUE

A fanfare of freshly picked apricot, orange peel spice and submerged below, a hint of 
soft poached pears and quince. Quite full in the palate with the overall sensation being
more about texture than a particular dominant fruit character. The wine has moved beyond
primary fruit to be more about mouth feel and weight. The finish is quite rich with the subtle
spicy oak notes and acidity dressing the soft poached pear and quince fruits.

CASTAGNA 2003 SAUVAGE

Patience is a virtue. This is a wine which has delighted me with its development. Two
thousand and three was a very hot year, hotter than I would normally see as optimal – but,
slowly but surely the vineyards character is starting to emerge – black cherry, liquorice,
and floral notes of damp roses are now coming to the fore. Still very much in the riper,
sweeter fruit spectrum, but I can now see the vineyard’s terroir winning out – a lesson to 
be learnt: Good wine always tells its own story in its own time. On the palate the impact
is of lush, ripe, black berries with masses of silky fine tannins, meaty, peppery, fragrant,
riddled with flavours and scents of smoked bacon, overtly animal and very interesting. 
It has and is, evolving into a wine that delivers warmth and assurance, which will provide
drinking pleasure over the next 4 to 6 years.


